Secure access to your patient data – anytime,
anywhere
Many Noah users have been asking HIMSA for a cloud-enabled solution, accessible anytime,
anywhere. That’s why we started the Noah ES project.
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Noah ES stands for Noah Extended Services and, as the logo implies, the project is to create a cloudenabled version of Noah. With Noah ES, Noah Services will now reside and be maintained in the cloud,
including database backup, maintenance, security monitoring and user authentication.
This provides the following benefits for hearing care businesses:

Accessibility 24x7
Working from home or on the road? Not a problem.
With Noah ES hearing care professionals have access to their Noah patient data 24X7, from anywhere
where there is Internet access.

Flexibility
Noah ES supports everything from small businesses to large chains, with customizable access for
shops, locations, and concurrent users.

Data Security
Your Noah patient data is securely stored in professionally maintained data centers
The Noah database will be backed up daily and be physically protected from natural disasters and
physical theft

Data Protection
Noah ES is a fully HIPAA and GDPR compliant solution, Your patient data remains your company’s
patient data; HIMSA and HIMSA member companies will not have any special access to data outside of
the normal access that current Noah compatible modules and Apps have today.

Easy Setup
Noah ES is a subscription service - the Noah ES portal makes it easy to set up accounts for your current
employees and to add additional accounts as your business grows.

Easy Networking
Networking inside your office and/or between all of your offices will be greatly simplified; no need for
setting up specialized networking support (e.g. complicated VPN setups)

No Additional Training Needed
With Noah ES, the Noah System client software will still reside on your PC, and perform in much
the same way as it always has. This means no additional training is necessary for your hearing care
professionals who already use Noah.

For more information on Noah ES, visit www.himsa.com.
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